How to Create a Modular Drive System

Choose from the options below to fit your application.

1. **RAILS**
   - FMD-2175: Hi Flex Rail w/ R.E. Magnet
   - FMD-1500: Hi Rail Rail

2. **A. MAGNETIC ATTACHMENTS**
   - ARM-1080: Aluminum Rigid Rail 6'
   - ARM-1085: Aluminum Rigid Rail 4'

3. **B. NON-FERROUS ATTACHMENTS**
   - ARM-2250: Fixed Magnet Plate w/ Release
   - ARM-2251: Fixed Magnet Plate w/ Release

4. **CARRIAGES**
   - MPD-1060: Vacuum Support for 8' Rail
   - MPD-1065: Vacuum Support for 4' Rail

5. **RAILS**
   - FMD-1090: Trailer
   - FMD-1095: Trailer

6. **WEAVE WELDING**
   - WPD-1150: Linear Weaver
   - WPD-2100: Weaver Control Module

7. **CONTROL MODULES**
   - MDS-1050: Cut Shapes or Weld Patterns

Visit www.bugocom.com for our interactive MDS "Build a Bug" tool.

BUGO Systems Are Available for Rent at Red-D-Arc.com